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Hybrid halide perovskite solar cells hold great potential for photovoltaic applications, but suffer,

however, from anomalous current density-voltage characteristics. With a view to further under-

standing the performance of these optoelectronic devices, we investigate a prototypical electron

selective contact with density functional theory methods. Our computations on a TiO2/

CH3NH3PbI3 heterojunction doped with Schottky defects at open circuit reveal a consistent picture

of ions and interlayer excitons at the origin of photovoltage formation. Published by AIP
Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5033325

Solar cells based on perovskite semiconductors are at

the forefront of photovoltaics research due to increasing

power conversion efficiencies1–4 and lowering production

costs. Large research effort is now centered on the long-term

stability of the cell performance and the problem of dynami-

cal hysteresis.5,6 This anomalous phenomenon is expressed

as a deviation of the measured current from the classic

Shockley ideal diode equation due to capacitance cur-

rents7–11 arising from space charge layers formed at the con-

tacts during the “past history” of the device. The capacitive

response of hybrid lead halide solar cells has been largely

probed, both in the dark7,10,11 and under illumination,8–10,12

with different techniques such as the open-circuit voltage

decay and impedance spectroscopy. Under illumination, sig-

nificant ion migration occurs toward the contacts, where a

change in surface band bendings and concentrations of

majority carriers results in an electrostatic contribution to the

photovoltage. This enhancement is governed by the slow

dynamics of cations out of the space charge layers and per-

sists for a long period of seconds after illumination.12 High

efficient solar cells, hence entail optimized selective contacts

and null hysteretic effects on the j � V curves.

With the goal of better understanding the role of ions

and photogenerated carriers in the operation of perovskite

solar cells, in this paper, we research an electron selective

contact at the atomic level, TiO2/CH3NH3PbI3 (abbreviated

as MAPbI3). The studied heterojunction belongs to a proto-

typical multilayer design:13 Glass/FTO/TiO2/MAPbI3/Spiro-

OMeTAD/Au; here, FTO refers to fluorine-doped tin oxide

(ITO is used as well) and Spiro-OMeTAD is an organic coat-

ing. In this stack, the perovskite photoactive layer is sand-

wiched between an electron collecting cathode (TiO2 as the

electron transport layer plus FTO as the oxide cathode) and a

hole collecting anode (Spiro-OMeTAD as the hole conductor

and Au as the metallic anode). The whole structure of the

bilayer is depicted in Fig. 1.

The theoretical description of this system is based on

density functional theory (DFT) calculations carried out with

VASP.14–16 This code is based on the projector augmented-

wave (PAW) method, characterized by smooth valence wave

functions close to the frozen atomic cores.17 Computations

are run on a single k point, the C point, with a cutoff energy

of 460 eV, with PAW pseudopotentials generated with the

generalized gradient approximation of Perdew-Burke-

Ernzerhof to the exchange-correlation functional,18 with a

Coulomb term accounting for the strongly correlated Ti-3d
electrons [U¼ 4.2 eV (Ref. 19)], with spin-orbit interactions

and with dipole corrections. The target slab is contained in

an orthorhombic unit cell—known as the supercell in DFT

formalism—infinitely replicated in space with periodic

boundary conditions so as to reproduce the extended system.

Starting from an initial guess structure with CH3NH3PbIþ3
(MAþ) molecules randomly oriented, we relax the atomic

positions until the residual forces on the individual nuclei are

smaller than 0.1 eV/Å.

The target structure is formed by two contacting layers,

TiO2 and MAPbI3. The TiO2 substrate is built with opti-

mized lattice parameters (a¼ b¼ 3.903 Å; c¼ 9.716 Å) in

the anatase phase and the MAPbI3 slice is grown on it in a

pseudocubic phase; the contacting planes are (101) and

(100), respectively.20–22 The total crystal contains 1095

atoms in an orthorhombic unit cell whose dimensions are

19.5� 31.4� 36.0 Å3 and which includes 10 Å of void space

along the z direction minimizing reciprocal interactions with

neighboring slabs.20 For the MAPbI3 termination in touch

with TiO2, we choose MAI.23–25 On the interface plane,

3� 5 unit cells of MAPbI3 are grown on top of 5� 3 unit

cells of substrate TiO2, yielding a lattice mismatch of ’ 3%

in the x direction and<1% in the y direction when compared

with the bulk.22 This biaxial strain does not significantly

affect the calculated band structure,26 but in real cells, it is

an important source of degradation due to an increased ion

migration.27 Since the contact area under consideration is of

�6 nm2 and real MAPbI3 layers are about 500 nm width,13

we are dealing with a volume in the MAPbI3 phase of

�3� 10�18 cm3. Furthermore, TiO2 dangling bonds are satu-

rated with pseudohydrogens of fractional charge:28,29 H4=3

for titanium and H2=3 for oxygen; the MAPbI3 free wall does

not give dangling bonds—the integrated electron charge at

edge and bulk-like iodide sites is the same—, and it is not

passivated therefore. As usual, the goal of passivation is the

removal of any surface state which might appear within thea)cechevar@uji.es
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bandgap, as further confirmed by checking that the HOMO

and LUMO states in the clean system are not contributed by

atomic orbitals on the free wall. Moreover, passivation

reduces the chemical reactivity of neighboring slabs.

Device processing introduces defects depending on

growth conditions,30 which are considered in the calculations

for a realistic description of the heterointerface. The TiO2

slice contains O vacancies which provide free electrons to

the conduction band (ionized donors) and its n-type charac-

ter. Under PbI2 poor growth conditions, the MAPbI3 is of p
type due to Pb vacancies releasing free holes to the valence

band (ionized acceptors). The dominant type of defects for

perovskites are, nevertheless, Schottky pairs,31 which, in

these growth conditions, form through the following

reaction:31

� ! V
==
Pb þ 2V•

I þ PbI2; (1)

where � represents the perfect MAPbI3 lattice and slashes

and dots refer to negative and positive charges, respectively

(Kr€oger-Vink notation). Schottky pairs appear in the lattice

simultaneously and keep the charge neutrality. Under illumi-

nation, V•
I and V

==
Pb ions are pulled by the photovoltage

towards the two opposite ends of the perovskite layer where

they accumulate. Since we are accounting for a single

Schottky pair and hence for three ions, the ionic density in a

volume of �3� 10�18 cm3 is �1018 cm�3.

In dark conditions and open circuit, V
==
Pb anions are

dragged by the built-in field towards the selective contact. In

order to investigate this situation, we proceed in two steps:

First, we compute the system with one VPb vacancy, which

yields two empty states by the valence band maximum [Fig.

2(a), left]. Second, we negatively charge VPb to V
==
Pb [Fig.

2(a), center] and include two free holes on top of the valence

band [Fig. 2(a), right]; these holes are provided by the above-

mentioned ionized acceptors and keep the system charge

neutral. By holding these occupancies, we relax again the

atomic positions in the system. The planar average of the

electrostatic potential,32 �VðzÞ (Fig. 3, solid), gives the

vacuum level, Evac ¼ 4:7 eV, and the MAPbI3 ionization

energy, IE ¼ Evac � EVBM � 5:0 eV [’5.3 eV (Ref. 33)]. In

order to subtract the microscopic oscillations from �VðzÞ, we

integrate the macroscopic average (Fig. 3, dashed), which is

a basic and useful concept in classical electromagnetism

defined as32

��VðzÞ ¼ ð1=aÞ
ðzþa=2

z�a=2

�Vðz0Þdz0: (2)

Here, a refers to the periodicity of �VðzÞ on each side of the

contact, namely, a ¼ 3.7 Å for TiO2 and 6.4 Å for MAPbI3.

The macroscopic average is found to jump from side to side

of the contact, yielding a built-in voltage of 1.2 V in accord

with the experiments.34 Computations provide as well the

spreading of (Kohn-Sham) wave functions over the cross sec-

tion (Fig. 4), and from them, we extract the relevant bandgaps

and offsets: 1.6 eV for MAPbI3, in consonance with optical

experiments;35 2.7 eV for TiO2, underestimated with respect

to 3.2 eV;36 a total gap of 0.8 eV, close to the probed

�1.1 V;33,37 and an offset between valence band edges in

TiO2 and MAPbI3 phases of 1.8 eV [<2.2 eV (Ref. 33)].

Under illumination, photocarriers create local potentials

attracting the cations in the Schottky pairs towards the inter-

face, where they contribute to enhance the photovoltage;6,12

the anions in the Schottky pairs are pushed toward the

FIG. 2. Schematic of bandgap regions showing the position of Schottky lev-

els and free carriers for (a) one V
==
Pb anion (dark) and (b) two V•

I cations

(illumination).

FIG. 3. Planar average (in solid) and macroscopic average (in dashed) of the

electrostatic potential (a) in dark conditions and (b) under illumination.

FIG. 1. Atomistic description of the TiO2/MAPbI3 heterojunction with the

positions of V•
I and V

==
Pb ions; H* stands for pseudohydrogens.
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opposite contact, where they are expected to contribute simi-

larly.33 To simulate this situation at open circuit, we proceed

as in the dark case. First, we compute the system with two VI

vacancies, which yield two occupied states by the conduction

band minimum [Fig. 2(b), left]. Second, we positively charge

every VI to V•
I [Fig. 2(b), center] and include two free elec-

trons at the bottom of the conduction band [Fig. 2(b), right];

these electrons are provided by the abovementioned ionized

donors. To reproduce the presence of photocarriers, we pro-

mote one valence electron to the conduction band and thereby

create an electron-hole pair. Provided that the MAPbI3 vol-

ume is �3� 10�18 cm3, the density of photogenerated carriers

is �3� 1017 cm�3, slightly larger than 4.2� 1016 cm�3 under

one Sun illumination.38 By holding these occupancies—three

electrons in the conduction band and three holes in the valence

band—, we relax again the system. The spatially resolved

spreading of wave functions along the cross section reveals a

rise of band edges on the TiO2 side of 0.45 eV between dark

and illumination conditions (Fig. 4); this rise is consistent

with an open-circuit photovoltage of �1 V33 and the same rise

as obtained in the macroscopic average (Fig. 3). Although the

hole selective contact in this solar cell is not explicitly studied

here, a flattening of 0.65 eV is expected to occur based on

Ref. 33, between the bands of MAPbI3 and Spiro-OMeTAD.

Moreover, the clouds of sputtered dots on the left-hand sides

of the frontiers in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b) also are illustrative: they

show that valence states close to the valence band maximum

are hybridized from TiO2 and MAPbI3 atomic orbitals; thus,

the two layers under study are not separate systems but con-

tacting. Figure 4 shows in addition that the conduction band

minimum is placed on the TiO2 side and the valence band

maximum is located on the MAPbI3 side. Photocarriers hence

form interlayer excitons, as further confirmed by looking at

the spatial distribution of their wave functions (Fig. 5).

In summary, in this work, we probe the formation of

open-circuit photovoltage in a hybrid perovskite solar cell by

first principles calculations carried out on a prototypical elec-

tron selective contact, TiO2/CH3NH3PbI3, doped with

Schottky defects. Our results reveal that photovoltage is

mainly originated at the contacts from the accumulation and

the interplay between mobile ions and interlayer excitons.

Based on these results, further research is suggested: on the

MAPbI3/Spiro-OMeTAD hole selective contact and on other

prototypical solar cell configurations such as the inverted

Glass/FTO/PEDOT:PSS/MAPbI3/PCBM/Al.
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